
 
 

 

About us 

Thank you for your interest in joining Healthy Teen Minds! 

We are a small organisation with big ambitions to change the future for 

children and young people. We believe the role young people can play in 

transforming the mental health ‘system’ is really undervalued, and so we are 

working to challenge that established system and create change that’s 

powered by young people themselves! 

About Healthy Teen Minds 

Healthy Teen Minds was started in 2013. Our director, Robin Barker, wanted to 

find a way to create change in education and government policy around children 

and young people’s mental health. All of our work uses what is called 

‘co-production’ - in our case, this means that our projects are designed and 

delivered both by organisations and professionals but also by the children and 

young people who actually have experience of these issues themselves. In this 

way, we as a small team are working together to create a world where young 

people can affect the decisions and systems that impact their own lives. 

About We Can Talk 

As a Registered Mental Health Nurse working in Child and Adolescent Mental 

Health Services (CAMHS), Robin spent a lot of his clinical career in hospitals, 

seeing children and young people in mental health crises or following self-harm 

or overdose. He found his physical health colleagues didn’t have the confidence  

 



 
 
 

to support children and young people in mental health crisis, even though they 

were incredibly skilled in looking after other patients, and would use the same (or 

even better!) techniques in engaging with them. Looking at the existing research 

and talking with the young people he met as well as hospital staff, he realised 

everyone was having a terrible experience and began looking for funding to 

develop what would become We Can Talk. 

Click here to view and apply for our Young Advisor role.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://healthyteenminds.com/recruitment/young-advisor/

